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Outstanding State Conference Hosted by
Eagle Forum of Orange County: April 17,
about 250 people attended the 20th annual Eagle
Forum State Conference, held at the Calvary
Chapel of the Harbor in Huntington Beach from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
State President Orlean Koehle welcomed the
audience and gave an introduction to what Eagle
Forum is all about showing the banner with the
picture on it of our founder and first President Phyllis Schlafly. She especially welcomed our
new national president Colleen Holcomb, who
flew all the way from Virginia to be with us.
The Pastor of Calvary Chapel of the Harbour,
Joe Pedick, gave the opening prayer. Ronnie
Guyer, a Vietnam Veteran, led the pledge of
allegiance. A special musical number “On
Eagle’s Wings” was sung by Eileen Martinez
accompanied by Michael Shirner on the guitar.
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Orlean Koehle President

Orlean gave special
recognitions
to
Gloria
Pruyne, the Orange County
Chapter President for her
many months of hard work in
planning and preparing the
conference. Orlean also
thanked the other members of
her board.
Several people were honored
with Eagle Forum awards,
starting with Pastor Joe
Pedick, who received a
beautiful trophy with a
soaring eagle at the top and
the words engraved upon it.
“Pastor of the Year Award.”

Pastor Joe Pedick

We honored him for keeping his church open
and also for his courage to speak boldly from the
pulpit about the issues of the day; consequently,
his church is growing in large numbers. People
love freedom and hearing the truth.
Eagle Forum plaques were given to honor
three other people: National President Colleen
Holcomb for her many years of dedicated service
to Eagle Forum; Bob and Bev Cielnecky for
their leadership in the pro-life movement for 45
Years; and Tony Roman, restaurant owner, for
his courage to keep his restaurant open this past
year and to keep his employees still with jobs, in
spite of enormous threats, fines, court hearings,
etc. He flies a flag in front of his restaurant with
the words on it - “Live Free or Die.”

Georgia Lujan Editor

Colleen Holcomb, Eagle Forum National President,
and Orlean Koehle, State President, with Phyllis
Schlafly’s Picture and Banner in the Background
The MC was former Eagle Forum of Long Beach
Chapter Leader – Jeanne Goodin. It was wonderful
to have her back with us. The theme of the conference
was “Communist Tyranny Versus American Liberty.”
Speakers and their Topics Were:
Pastor Joe Pedick – “Jesus is the Bridge Over
Troubled Waters; At the beginning of his talk, he
brought his lovely wife up to the stand who sang and
led us in “O Beautiful for Spacious Skies”
Colleen Holcomb, who is also an attorney in Virginia
– “Communism in our Government – in the Deep State”
Dr. Wen Chen, who was born and raised in China –
“Chinese Communist Party Infiltration in the U.S. – in
businesses and schools”

Brannon Howse – author, filmmaker, and TV
host, “A 2021 Marxist Revolution is Occurring in
America.” He was not able to come in person but
sent an excellent video that was shown after lunch.
An Education Panel Spoke on “Education vs.
Indoctrination: Panel members were:
Dr. David Lehman, PhD, writer of a book on the
history of education, spoke on “Why Young Adults
Vote for Socialism”
Greg Burt, from the California Family Council,
told of “the Socialist Legislation Driving School
Curriculum,” especially AB 101, requiring Ethnic
Studies, which teaches CRT, for graduation;
Lawrence G. Shoaf – PhD in Education Administration, spoke of “School Choice Solutions, the
hope for the future of education –with “Education
Savings Accounts;”
Jon Matthews, of the Election Integrity Project,
new Eagle Forum Chapter Leader for LA, spoke
on “Restoring Integrity in America’s Elections.”
Brad Dacus – Founder and President of Pacific
Justice Institute, gave many examples how PJI is
“Protecting our Religious Freedoms Against
Tyranny.” (Continued on Page 2)
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(State Conference Continued:)
Orlean Koehle was the final speaker. She spoke on “COVID
19 and Our Loss of Liberties” taken from Vol. I of her book
that was just published Unmasking the Masquerade. Vol. II on
the vaccines was not yet finished.
Raffle and Live Auction: The conference ended with a fund
raiser for Eagle Forum scholarships, with a raffle of baskets
donated by three chapters: Orange County, Sacramento, and
Sonoma County, and the auction of a beautiful painting done
by artist Rainey Olsen from Santa Rosa, as well as a basket of
books written by Orlean. Thanks to many generous people,
we raised close to $1,000 for scholarships that will help to send
Teen Eagles to special events.
Special Thanks: Again, thank you to Gloria Pruyne, director
of the Orange County Chapter, for all of her dedicated service
and hard work. Thanks to all of her board members: Jon
Mathews, David Lehman, her son David Pruyne, John Paul
White, and Steve Jackson for their many months, weeks, days
and hours of hard work in preparation for the conference. It
was truly outstanding! We have received many comments
about how much people enjoyed it.
Special thanks to Pastor Joe Pedick for allowing Eagle
Forum to use his chapel for our conference and allowing the
OC chapter to hold their monthly meetings in his church.
Thanks to our great speakers for their well prepared,
informative, and motivational talks! And thanks to all of our
Eagle Forum members who were in attendance and especially
those who had traveled from far away. Orlean had close
friends who drove all the way from Mesa, Arizona - Dian and
Richard Tashjian, who were so inspired by what they heard,
they went back home and started an Eagle Forum chapter.
Hillary Green and her husband found out about the
conference on line. They had never even heard of Eagle Forum
before, but Hillary is now serving as the new Secretary for the
Orange County Board. It is exciting to hear of the after effects
and ripples that are happening from our conference! That is
when a conference can truly be called successful!
_________________________________________________
Rallies Against Vaccine Passports – Orange County: Many
Orange County residents refuse to get the vaccines and have
been strongly opposing so-called “vaccine passports,” which
would appear on cell phones, showing that you have been
vaccinated. There have been several large rallies letting the
Board of Supervisors know how opposed the people are.

People then filed into the Hall of Administration to speak
before the BOS. Since there were so many, the BOS only
allowed 15 seconds per person – just to state their name and
their position.
Human rights attorney Leigh Dundas was one of the
speakers. She stated that Covid-19 tyranny is becoming “a
second Holocaust.” She would fight it in the courts.
Peggy Hall is one of the leaders who has become an expert
on the laws that are being violated by forcing on us any kind
of a medical treatment such as masks and vaccines. She says
that the vaccine passport would be a violation of several
California laws if the BOS vote it in. (See the insert.)
Rally and Protest in Marin County June 8, Against
Congressman Jared Huffman Over a “Vaccine Passport:”
On June 8, 2021, in the San Rafael Community Center,
Congressman Jared Huffman, of the 2nd California District,
held a Town Hall meeting. But it was not for all of his
constituents; it was only for those who have been vaccinated.
People were to show proof of vaccination before entering.
About 250-300 people showed up with signs at a protest
rally to show that they disagreed. They shouted “No Medical
Tyranny!” and that a “vaccine passport” is discriminatory.” It
is also in violation of ten codes of the international Nuremberg
Codes. (See the insert)
Orlean Koehle’s signs read
“Unmask the Masquerade - Stop
the Lies and the Paranoia;” “Just
Say No to the Vaccine Brigade and
No to Vaccine Passports.”
Following were some of the
other slogans on the many signs:
“Free
Marin
from
Criminal
Huffman;” “Medical Police State in
Effect Across the World;” Vax Pass-

ports are a Violation of Human Rights;” “Take off Your Mask,
I want to see your Smile;” “Citizens Against Segregation;”
“My Body – My Choice,” “Medical Apartheid.”

Marin Republican Women holding their signs: Suzie
Moorloch, Donna Feiff (who is also an Eagle Forum member),
Faye Bourret, and President Jane Maussardt: Their signs read:
“Huffman Supports Segregation,” “No Masks, No Passports,
No Lies,” “Congressman Jared Huffman violates his Oath.”

Hundreds of people gathered outside the BOS Hall of Administration in
Santa Ana to protest vaccine passports

Eagle Forum members from Sonoma County at the protest
were Captain Phil Graf, Georgia Lujan, Jennifer Delaney, Ann
Holms, Debra Baretta, and her sister Mary Ann.
Kathryn, the founder of Save our Sonoma, was interviewed
by a reporter from Chanel 2 news. (Continued on p. 3)
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(Marin County Protest Continued): Kathryn said, “We are
the taxpayers. He (Huffman) is our servant. It doesn’t go the
other way around.”
The crowd at first were prohibited from entering where
Huffman was speaking. Finally, they were told that they could
enter but not with their signs. But the large crowd took them
with them anyway and interrupted the meeting several times,
chanting “No Vaccination, No Segregation” and other chants.
What did Huffman say about this protest? When he was
interviewed by reporters afterwards and asked why he didn’t
call for police, he said, “You don’t want to bring in police and
get all heavy handed. They will claim that they are victims.”
He complimented his supporters, his constituents for staying
calm. Those interrupting, he called “outrageous!” and “a page
out of the Donald Trump playbook.”
This statement by Huffman is another example of the claim
that liberals keep repeating that “all rioters and protesters are
right-wing Republican extremists,” but that is not true. Many
of the people in this protest are Democrats. I know them
personally. I worked with them when we were fighting the
smart meter battle as well as trying to stop the deployment of
5G. Many of the group are environmentalists, who were there
protesting that supposedly the “cattle are eating up all the
grazing lands so the elk are supposedly “starving.” Many of
them were “New-age spiritualists,” who were beating drums
through the whole protest.
A man named Joe did a video analyzing the evening news
done by Chanel 2, and from his own footage. He believes that
much of this was staged to demonize the “anti-vaxxers,” and
that there were “plants” to make the protestors look really bad,
so they can all be labeled “rightwing-extremists and Trump supporters.” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UpmPKzKgWDg)
Marin County has Almost the Highest Vaccine Rate in the
Nations – 90%:
An article that appeared in the Marin
Independent Journal (IJ) June 9, quoted the Marin County
Public Health Director, Matt Willis, who said, “There is a very
vocal, and thankfully small, portion of residents who reject
vaccinations.” He said that the vaccine choice is based on “trust,”
and obviously, there are many trusting citizens in Marin [more
like “duped.” Willis stated, “…our community is among those
with the highest vaccination rate anywhere, almost 90%.”
Progress on the Voter Fraud Trail of the 2020 Presidential
Election: Fortunately, in spite of enormous opposition, the
Arizona audit is continuing on proving that there was enormous
voter fraud in the 2020 presidential election. The audit is
supposed to be finished by the end of June. So far, enormous
discrepancies have been found, as many as 17.5%. According
to the Dave Hodges “Common Sense” show of May 12, the
truth is leaking out that Trump beat Biden in Arizona by over
one million votes.
If Arizona were to be flipped for Trump, the dominoes would
begin to topple and many other swing states would move in
Trump’s direction. This is particularly true if jail time was
attached to corrupt election officials. If that is successful, it is
believed it will pave the way for more audits and investigations
in other states: namely: Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Michigan,
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Georgia, and Nevada. On June 11, delegations from nine states
came to Arizona to tour and watch the election audit going on.
Will they be following suit and begin audits of their own? Two
of the states not mentioned above had delegates tour the
Arizona audit – Alaska and Colorado.
What about California? It is believed that there was also
much voter fraud in California in the 2020 presidential election
and has been for years because of the Dominion voting
machines that we also use that can be so easily pre- programmed to have the results turn out exactly as someone wants.
Maybe we are not really the blue state that people think we are.
Many believe we are going to see in the next few months
the results of these audits that may totally over turn the election
and prove that Biden is an illegitimate president. Let us hope
and pray that is the case before he does any more damage than
he has already done! (Thanks to Terry Jakel for the following:)

Dr. Seuss Commentary on the Biden Administration:

[In case you were not aware, Dr. Seuss‘ books are now
banned, labeled as racist.]
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Zoning changed for single dwelling homes to allow low cost housing

Low Income Housing Projects Coming to California Cities
– SB 330 by Gary Bosely, State Board Member
A new law is forcing local cities across the state not only to
accept low income housing projects, but to put them in areas
which would never have been accepted in the past.
California Senate Bill 330 was signed into law in 2019 and
took effect Jan. 1, 2020. The law declared a housing supply
crisis in California and was designed to override local city
restrictions for some forms of housing development. Its
sponsors touted the law’s focus on preventing local authorities
from using changing standards, or zoning, or fees, or hearings,
to thwart local housing development. However, the results
which the law’s sponsors promised and what is turning out to
be, are diverging significantly as local control of development
is lost.
The San Francisco East Bay city of San Ramon is a case in
point. Under the guise of increasing housing, a developer has
proposed to build 6 story subsidized housing projects in
downtown San Ramon on property which has been downzoned
from commercial to mixed use. Further, in order to get the
property for the projects, local grocery and other stores need to
be demolished. Six story parking garages are planned
also. This is not unique.
In Livermore, a proposal will have been voted on by the City
Council (by the time this is published) on four story subsidized
housing projects and parking garages in the heart of
downtown. Pleasanton has been forced to accept 5,000 units.
In both cases, above, horrified local residents point out that
the planned development is totally out of context with the
character of the areas in which they are being planned. In
Southern California similar battles are taking place. Redondo
Beach residents in certain parts of the city are rebelling about
the city’s plans to foist off the projects in their area.
For more information on the real-time, right now, disaster,
go to www.orindawatch.org to see about the battle in
Orinda. On the “About Us” page it states: “Our most pressing
mission is pushing back against the Plan Bay Area agenda
currently being pushed by Association of Bay Area
Governments (ABAG) and the Metropolitan Transporta-tion
Commission (MTC). This plan forces and/or coerces cities of
the 9 counties of the Bay Area to build high-density, heavilysubsidized housing and attempts to usurp control of the 101
cities with regards to city planning and development…ABAG
assumes almost double-growth rates for the Bay Area and uses
faulty and unorthodox models that provide forecast which are
grossly different from California’s Department of finance
calculations.’ Check your local planning commission's agendas
for your city's response.

AB 101 Ethnic Studies Bill Goes to California Senate: AB
101 passed all the committees in the Assembly and is now
onto the Senate. If it passes the Senate Education Committee
and the Appropriations committee, it will appear before a joint
session, and will probably pass and become law in California.
Then all students will be required to have this course for
graduation without any opt outs. The following is taken from
the letter sent on behalf of Eagle Forum to oppose this bill:
What is so bad about the ethnic studies course? It is
designed to make the bad even worse - in the following ways:
1) It emphasizes everything negative about our country and
the white people in it. This is racism, pure and simple – but
racism against whites. It teaches that whites were and are the
privileged, oppressive ones; It paints our American history
and our white founding fathers in a very negative light.
2) Students are taught to hate and look down upon the
“white” race, and, if they are white, they are supposed to feel
ashamed and apologize for their whiteness
3) The curriculum teaches falsehoods like - our nation was
founded on “Systemic racism.” No, our nation was founded
by people seeking religious liberty, a chance to live their
religion without someone dictating to them a state religion; or
someone dictating to them what they are to believe about their
own skin color or their own gender, etc. as is being done now.
4) It teaches nothing about the amazing work ethics of our
founding fathers, that they achieved miracles by hard work,
a good education, ingenuity and the freedoms in which to
work and to achieve the American dream.
5) The curriculum teaches that people only get ahead at
the expense of others. There are those who are the
oppressors and those who are the ones being oppressed.
“Victims will never get ahead until they can seek justice and
bring down their oppressors.”
6) It teaches students to feel guilty about something that
probably never happened to their ancestors. How many of
the students in California schools today have ancestors who
had anything to do with slavery?
7) It teaches division – not unity. Schools need to get back
to what they were designed to do – educate, not indoctrinate,
unify not divide, and emphasize the best in every student not
the worst.
8) The course is based on Critical Race Theory (CRT),
which seems to be the big fad now in schools across the
nation, being promoted by the Marxist Black Lives Matter –
as a way to “compensate” for how Blacks have been treated
over the years, but really it foams more division and hate.
9) The curriculum is promoting one set of values, one set
of politics, and one religion - worship of “Mother Earth” and
worship of ancient American idols. There are chants that the
students must recite to these idols, forcing a pagan religion on
students who may be coming from homes that do not share
those same religious beliefs, which is a violation of our 1st
amendment rights.
10) This Ethnic Studies Course could result in many angry
parents and law suits as has already happened in Las Vegas,
Nevada. William Clark, a senior in high school, was required
to take an ethnic studies class to be able to graduate from
Agassi College Prep. Academy. (Continued on p. 5)
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Difference in
5 Democrat and Republican Unemployment
the
(Ethnic Studies Continued:) In the class, Clark was forced “to Even San Francisco is Suing the State Water Board:
make professions about his racial, sexual, gender and religious Diener explains that the
identities and also write this in a graded, written homework state water board is requiassignment.” Clark is bi-racial with a white father and a black ring 40% of the water
mother, but since he looks white, he was supposed to apologize from the Tuolumne River
to the class for his “white dominance,” which he refused to do. to flow directly to the
Clark tried to opt out of the class, but that was not allowed. He ocean. It is the main
would not be able to graduate without it.
source of water for the
The law suit says it was “humiliating and was creating a Hetch-Hetchy reservoir,
hostile environment…Students were being instructed in a which provides water for
fringe ideology overtly hostile to core personal beliefs about the San Francisco area.
home and church, race and sex, and much else.”
Felicia Marcus oversees a massive state bureaucracy with a
(https://www.thecollegefix.com/family-sues-school-that$1
billion annual budget. Couldn’t they – with all that money
wont-let-student-out-of-class-promoting-anti-white-racism/.)
afford
to coddle those 1,000 salmon in their own private lake
Real Solution: “Can’t we get back to just teaching the
or swimming pools, and let the 90% of the water stay in the
“Three R’s – reading, writing, and ‘rithmetic,” and “the Golden
Delta and make it to the farmers and ranchers so they can
Rule,” which is still on the California Ed Code (233.5a) as
maintain their livelihoods and stay alive? Do the lives of fish
recommended for character education teaching. The Golden
mean more than the lives of people, or is that just an excuse for
Rule would solve an enormous amount of social issues if
bringing down the property value of the farms and ranches, so
students are simply taught to “Treat each other as they would
they can be easily bought up cheaply for other uses?
like to be treated.” Wouldn’t that make a lot more sense than
Restricting Use of Water from Rivers: Debbie
trying to pit one race against the other, and make the bad and
Bacigalupi,
one of our board members who lives in Siskiyou
negative even worse, as this Ethnic Studies class is designed to
County where the Klamath river flows, told me that in the head
do. Please oppose AB 101 and this entire 900-page course,
before California and our nation become more divided and of the Klamath River Basin, farmers and ranchers are being told
that they can no longer divert any water from the Klamath River
separated than they already are.” Signed Orlean Koehle, State
and its tributaries. Thus, if their well is not pumping enough
President Eagle Forum of California
water because of a low water level, they will have no water for
their crops or livestock. Eventually, they will just have to sell
California’s Water Crisis – Do You Again Smell a Fish?
their livestock and land dirt cheap and move to the city. Do
That was the name of the book I wrote back in 2015, updated
you think that is what this drought is designed to do – all part
in 2019. Again we are experiencing the same draconian water
restrictions as 2014-15 because of a man-made crisis. There of the Agenda 21 – 2030 plans?
Denying Water Rights from People’s Own Creeks: Matt
is already water rationing going on in Marin County, with more
Dakin,
our VP for Sonoma County Eagle Forum, received an
to come. Why is this happening?
email from a concerned neighbor who, like Matt, lives at the
According to Christi Diener, a California water expert and
farmer, the state water authorities have been steadily and top of a mountain, but somewhere in the valley below flows the
unnecessarily letting water out to sea as the state faces a Russian River, so he lives in the Russian River water shed.
Since the neighbor had applied years ago for a permit to divert
“normal” dry year, turning it into a crisis. “In the last 14 days,
(written May 21, 2021) 90% of Delta inflow went to the sea. It’s water from the creek that runs through his property to build a
equal to a year’s supply of water for 1 million people.” Diener pond, the State has record of that diversion and sent him a letter
added that even though this is our second dry year, but we dated May 25, titled “Notice of Unavailable Water for Your
should not be experiencing water shortages. “Our reservoirs Water Right.” According to the letter, since the Russian River
were designed to provide a steady five year supply for all users, watershed has insufficient water “to meet the needs of all the
and were filled to the top in June 2019.” “They were absolutely water right’s holders,” and since the neighbor received his
original water right after 1914, they will no longer be honored.
teeming with water from 107% to 145% of average!”
The letter states that “even though water may be physically
What reason do the water authorities give for taking the
available
at your point of diversion, it is not available under
water that should be going to the Central Valley and to farmers
your
water
right.” In other words, even though you can still see
and ranchers and flushing it into the San Francisco Bay? It is
water
in
your
creek, the state is telling you that you are not
all about saving fish, so they say. It used to be the delta smelt,
now it is to save salmon, but “only 1,000 salmon per year,” allowed to use it? How will they even know? Is there a little
according to Felicia Marcus, the chairwoman of the California drone flying above it? This will take effect June 1.
Sustainable Ground Water Management Act (SGWMA):
Water Resources Control Board (CWRCB).
Sorry
to say, under California’s Democrat’s super majority in
In the Modesto Bee, Assemblyman Adam Gray (D-Merced)
our
legislature,
the SGWMA was passed signed into law by
had some harsh words for Felicia Marcus and her radical
Jerry
Brown
on
September
16, 2014. According to that law, as
environmental cohorts. “Despite her promises to the contrary,
she and her board have used their immense authority to long as a water crisis (like a drought or flood) is going on, all
jeopardize – not protect – the economy and drinking water ground water now belongs to the State. This is in violation of
long-standing Common Law, but again furthering Agenda 21.
supplies of the Northern San Joaquin Valley.”

Upcoming Eagle Forum of California Zoom Events:
June 24, Thursday, 6-8 p.m. Dr. David Lehman
speaking on “Educating for Tyranny in
America.” Check website for zoom link –
eagleforumca.us.
July 22, Thursday, 6-8 p.m. Debbie Bacigalupi,
Alex Newman, and Dr. Willy Soon, “The Truth
About Climate Change, the Great Reset and
Agenda 2030” Postponed until Later Date!
Report of Eagle Forum of Orange County by Gloria
Pruyne: A very successful meeting was held Sunday, June 14,
at the Calvary Chapel of the Harbor with 204 in attendance.
Two medical doctors spoke about the COVID virus and
vaccines: Dr. Jeffrey Barke and Dr. Mark McDonald. They
both recommended that no one get the vaccine. Please watch
the following video if you have any questions about getting it:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AlBKUM3IAm6a/
The Next Meeting is Monday, July 12th – 6:30 – 8:30 p.m.
“The Truth About Critical Race Theory,” How Identity Politics
is Being Used to Fundamentally Transform our Republic”
with two speakers Barbara George and Harriot Reid.

Eagle Forum of California
PO Box 5335
Santa Rosa, CA 95404

Look for Insert Inside About How
Vaccine Passports are a Violation
Of the California Constitution and
The Nuremberg Code!

Announcing the Publication of
Unmasking the Masquerade Vol II
The Charge of the Vaccine Brigade &
the Five Ts of Tyranny: Tracing,
Testing, Tracking, Transmitting and
Transforming: by Orlean Koehle
Sorry for the delay. Many of you have
been waiting a long time. Order it on
line at www.booksfortruth.com
Eagle Forum of California’s Tribute to Three Deceased
Special People:
Esther Camilli, a beloved, active member of our Sonoma
County Board, died of lung cancer on April 23 at age 74.
Rosa Koiri, who found out about Agenda 21 by attending
some of our Eagle Forum meetings back in 2006. We fought
many battles together. She went on to write a great book
about it called Behind the Green Mask. She also spoke at one
of our state conferences and became a very popular international speaker. She also died of lung cancer on May 30th.
Tom Cori: The husband of Anne Schlafly Cori, (CEO for
national Eagle Forum), passed away May 27th, also of cancer.
He was age 84. If you would like to send condolences to
Anne or any gift to Eagle Forum on Tom’s behalf, send them
to 200 W. Third St. Ste. 502, Alton, IL 62002-6174

